Providing system-size independent lower bounds on the spectral gap of local Hamiltonian is in general a hard problem. For the case of finite-range, frustration free Hamiltonians on a spin lattice of arbitrary dimension, we show that a property of the ground state space is sufficient to obtain such a bound. We furthermore show that such a condition is necessary and equivalent to a constant spectral gap. Thanks to this equivalence, we can prove that for gapless models in any dimension, the spectral gap on regions of diameter n is at most o log(n) 2+ε n for any positive ε.
Introduction
Many-body quantum systems are often described by local Hamiltonians on a lattice, in which every site interacts only with few other sites around it, and the range of the interactions is given in terms of the metric of the lattice. One of the most important properties of these Hamiltonians is the so-called spectral gap: the difference between the two lowest energy levels of the operator. The low-temperature behavior of the model (and in particular of its ground states) relies on whether the spectral gap is lower bounded by a constant which is independent on the number of particles (a situation usually referred to as gapped), or on the contrary the spectral gap tends to zero as we take the number of particle to infinity (the gapless 1 case). * angelo@math.ku.dk 1 We are using the terminology as it is frequently used in the quantum information community. In other contexts, one could only be interested in the thermodynamic limit, and the situation we have denoted as gapless does not necessarily imply that there is a continuous spectrum above the groundstate energy in such limit.
stochastic evolution of classical spin systems. In this setting, there are numerous tools for bounding the spectral gap of the stochastic generator (which in turn allows to bound the mixing time of the process) both for classical [19, 20, 21, 22, 8, 26] and for quantum commuting Hamiltonians [16] .
In the classical setting, the theorems establish an intimate link between the mixing time of a stochastic semigroup (the Glauber dynamics) and the correlation properties in the thermal state at a specified temperature: for sufficiently regular lattices and boundary conditions, correlations between two observables are exponentially decaying (as a function of the distance between their supports) if and only if the Glauber dynamics at the same temperature mixes rapidly (in a time O(log(N )), where N is the volume of the system). All of the proofs of the classical results in some way or another rely on showing that exponential decay of correlations implies a Log-Sobolev inequality of the semi-group, and in the other direction, that the log-Sobolev inequality implies a spectral gap inequality, which in turn implies exponential decay of correlation. We will take inspiration from a weaker form of the classical theorem that shows the equivalence between spectral gap of the semigroup and exponential decay of correlation.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we will describe the main assumption on the groundstate space that implies the spectral gap, and then we will state the main results. In section 3 we will recall some useful tools, namely the detectability lemma and its converse. In section 4, we will finally prove the main theorem, together with the local gap threshold.
Main results

Setup and notation
Let us start by fixing the notation and recalling some common terminology in quantum spin systems. We will consider a D-dimensional lattice Γ (the standard example being Γ = Z D , but the same results will hold for any graph which can be isometrically embedded in R D ). At each site x ∈ Γ we associate a finite-dimensional Hilbert space H x , and for simplicity we will assume that they all have the same dimension d. For every finite subset Λ ⊂ Γ, the associated Hilbert space H Λ is given by ⊗ x∈Λ H x , and the corresponding algebra of observables is A Λ = B(H Λ ). If Λ ⊂ Λ we will identify A Λ as the subalgebra A Λ ⊗ 1 Λ \Λ ⊂ A Λ . If P is an orthogonal projector, we will denote by P ⊥ the complementary projection 1 − P .
A local Hamiltonian is a map associating each finite Λ ⊂ Γ to a Hermitian operator H Λ , given by
where h(X) ∈ A X is Hermitian. We will denote the orthogonal projector on the groundstate space of H Λ (i.e. the eigenprojector corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue of H Λ ) as P Λ . We will make the following assumptions on the interactions h(X):
(Finite range) there exist a positive r such that h(X) is zero whenever the diameter of X is larger than r. The quantity r will be denoted the range of h; (Frustration freeness) for every X, h(X)P Λ = E 0 (X)P Λ , where E 0 (X) is the lowest eigenvalue of h(X).
Note that frustration freeness implies that P Λ P Λ = P Λ whenever Λ ⊂ Λ . By applying a global energy shift, we can replace h(X) with h(X) − E 0 (X), and we will assume that E 0 (X) = 0 for every X, so that H Λ 0.
Definition 1 (Spectral gap). For every Λ, we will denote by λ Λ the difference between the two lowest distinct eigenvalues of H Λ (which, since we have assumed that 0 is the lowest eigenvalue, is the same as the smallest non-zero eigenvalue of H Λ ). This quantity will be called the spectral gap of H Λ , and it can be expressed as follows:
We will interpret this as a ratio of two quadratic functionals on H Λ :
We will use the symbol Var Λ (ϕ) since the functional can be thought as a type of variance: it equals |ϕ − P Λ |ϕ 2 , it is always positive and vanishes only on states in P Λ . We can then rewrite eq. (1) as the following optimization problem:
In order to simply the proofs, we will also make the following extra assumption on the interactions h(X):
(Local projections) Every h(X) is an orthogonal projection. Remark 1. The assumption that every h(X) is an orthogonal projection is not a fundamental restriction. Let us denote by E 1 (X) (resp. E max (X)) the second-smallest eigenvalue (resp. the largest eigenvalue) of h(X), and remember that we have assumed that the lowest eigenvalue of each h(X) is zero. If we then assume the two following conditions
then we can see that for every finite Λ ⊂ Γ:
where we have denoted by P X the projector on the groundstate of h(X). Therefore H Λ will have a non-vanishing spectral gap if and only the spectral gap of the Hamiltonian composed of projectors X P ⊥ X is not vanishing. This shows that, as far as we are interested in the behavior of the spectral gap, requiring local gap and local boundness is equivalent to requiring that the interactions h(X) are projectors. Given a local Hamiltonian H which is finite range and frustration free it is easy to see that interactions can be partitioned into g groups, referred to as "layers", in such a way that every layer consists of non-overlapping (and therefore commuting) terms. For a fixed Λ ⊂ Γ, let us index the layers from 1 to g, and denote L i the orthogonal projector on the common groundstate space of the interactions belonging to group i. Since they are commuting, L i can also be seen as the product of the groundstate space projectors of each interaction term. For any given ordering of {1, . . . , g}, we can then define the product L = 
Statement of the results
We will now state the main assumptions needed in the proof of the spectral gap theorem. In order to do so, we will need to introduce some notation for the overlap between groundstate spaces of different regions. 
Remark 2. Because of frustration freedom, we have P A P A∪B = P A∪B P A = P A∪B and the same holds for P B . In turn this imply that
so that δ(A, B) can be both seen as a measure of the overlap between (P A − P A∪B ) and (P B − P A∪B ) (the cosine of the first principal angle between the two subspaces), as well as a measure of how much P A∪B can be approximated by P A P B .
The intuition behind Def. 2 is that in a gapped system, if l is the diameter of the largest ball contained in A ∩ B, then δ(A, B) should be a fast decaying function of l. In this setting we will refer to the "size" of the overlap of A and B as l (see Fig 1b) . One might also hope that δ(A, B) only depends on l and not on the size of A∆B = (A∪B)\(A∩B). This is captured by the following assumption:
Condition (a). There exists a positive function δ(l) with exponential decay in l, i.e. δ(l) cα l for some 0 < α < 1 and c > 0, such that for every connected A and B, such that A ∩ B has size l, the following bound holds:
We will now present some weaker versions of condition (a). As we will show later, they will all turn out to be equivalent, but it might be hard to verify the stronger versions in some concrete examples. The first relaxation we have is to require a slower decay of the function δ(l).
Condition (b).
There exists a positive function δ(l) with polynomial decay in l, i.e. δ(l) cl −α for some α > 0 and c > 0, such that for every connected A and B, such that A ∩ B has size l, eq. (5) holds.
Clearly, condition (a) implies condition (b). As formulated, conditions (a) and (b) and B require eq. (5) to be satisfied homogenously for all regions A and B of arbitrary size. However, in order to prove a bulk spectral gap, such a strong homogeneity assumption can be relaxed. We can allow for the size of A ∩ B, of A and of B to be taken into account; intuitively, we would like to have less stringent requirement if A ∩ B is very small compared to A and B. In particular, we will define classes F k of sets, which have the property that they can be decomposed as overlapping unions of sets in F k−1 , with a sufficiently large overlap. Then we will only require eq. (5) to hold for this specific decomposition, and moreover we will allow the bound δ(l) to depend on k.
The construction of the sets F k we present is a generalization of the one originally proposed by Cesi [8] and used in the context of open quantum systems by one of the authors [16] .
Let F k be the collection of Λ ⊂ Γ which are contained in R(k) up to translations and permutation of the coordinates.
We now show that sets in F k can be decomposed "nicely" in terms of sets in F k−1 . 
dist(Λ \
We will call a set of s distinct pairs
of non-empty sets satisfying the above properties an s-decomposition of Λ.
The proof of this proposition -a minor variation over the one presented by Cesi [8] is contained in appendix A. With this definition of F k at hand, we can now present the weakest version of condition (a).
Condition (c).
There exists an increasing sequence of positive integers s k , with k
where the second supremum is taken over all s k -decompositions Λ = A i ∪ B i given by proposition 1.
It is not immediately clear from the definition that condition (c) is implied by condition (b), so we show this in the next proposition.
Proposition 2. Condition (b) implies condition (c) with any s
k such that k s k l k < ∞.
Proof. Let δ(l) be as in condition (a). Since for every Λ
Remark 3. If we consider condition (c) with s k growing faster than l k k , then the previous proposition does not apply -note that in any case s k has to be smaller than 1 8 l k for the construction of proposition 1 to be possible. In practice we do not need to consider such situations. In Cesi [8] , s k was chosen to be of order l 1/3 k . As we will see later, we will be interested in choosing s k with slower rates than that (while still having 1/s k finite), so the condition
will not be restrictive for our purposes. So from now on, we will only consider condition (c) in the case where
The main result of the paper is to show that condition (c) is sufficient to prove a spectral gap. In turn, this will imply condition (a), which as we have already seen in remark 3 implies condition (c), showing that all three conditions are equivalent.
Theorem 3.
Let H be a finite range, frustration free, local Hamiltonian, and let F k be as in proposition 1. Then the following are equivalent
H satisfies condition (b);
H satisfied condition (c) with
By proving the equivalence of these conditions, we are also able to show that in any gapless model, the spectral gap cannot close too slowly, since a slow enough (but still infinitesimal) gap will imply condition (c) and therefore a constant gap. The threshold is expressed in the following corollary.
Corollary 4. If H is gapless, then for any Λ ⊂ Γ of diameter n it holds that
for every ε > 0.
We also provide an independent condition for lower bounding the spectral gap. Consider again the construction of the detectability lemma, where L = L 1 · · · L g is an approximate ground state projector.
Theorem 5. If there exist a constant
then the spectral gap of H is bounded below by λ
While similar in spirit to the Converse Detectability Lemma (see section 3), we do not know if these are equivalent, nor whether the hypothesis of theorem 5 is necessary.
Remark 4 (Comparison with the "martingale method"). Nachtergaele [23] presented a general method for proving the spectral gap for a class of spin-lattice models, which has become known as the martingale method. Given an increasing and absorbing sequence Λ n → Γ, and a fixed parameter l, it requires three conditions ((C1), (C2), (C3)) to be satisfied uniformly along the sequence to prove a lower bound to the spectral gap. Let us briefly recall what these conditions would be if we applied them to the setting we are considering, and compare them to condition (c). The first condition, denoted (C1) in the original paper, is automatically satisfied by finite range interactions, which is also the case we are considering here. If we denote A n = Λ n and B n = Λ n+1 \ Λ n−l (where now l is a parameter partially controlling the size of A n ∩ B n = Λ n \ Λ n−l ), then condition (C2) requires that H An∩Bn has a spectral gap of γ l independently of n (for every n large enough). We do not need to require such assumption, since we are using a recursive proof. Condition (C3) can be restated, using our notation, as requiring that
for all n large enough. Clearly, the big difference with condition (c) is that the requirement on δ is not of asymptotic decay, but only to be bounded by a specific constant. Upon careful inspection, we see this is only a fair comparison in 1D. In higher dimensions, condition (C2) could be as hard to verify as the original problem of lower bounding the spectral gap, since the size of A n ∩ B n will grow with n. Condition (C3) is also clearly implied by condition (a). Therefore, one could compare the method we propose with the martingale method as a strengthening of condition (C3) in exchange of a weakening of condition (C2), a trade-off which we hope makes it more applicable in dimensions D > 1.
Example 1: translation invariant 1D spin chains
To clarify the differences between conditions (a) to (c), let us consider the case of 1D spin chains. We will consider a translational invariant model to further simplify the situation. 
has exponential decay in d. Condition (b) would relax this to a polynomial decay, but both require a bound that is uniform in n and in m.
We can now consider the larger interval in each
Denoting l k = (3/2) k , we can write Λ k and its s-decompositions as
12s for every i. If we fix for concreteness
k , as in [8] , then we can define
Note that n i,k and m i,k are always smaller than 24
So we then see that in order to show that the model satisfies condition (c), it would be sufficient for example to verify that
is decaying polynomially fast in d. Compared to eq. (8), n and m are restricted given a specific d, i.e. we only have to consider the case where they are at most a constant times d 3/2 . It should be clear now that this restriction on the n and m depends on the choice of the scaling of s k . Choosing faster rates of growth for s k leads to more restrictive conditions (and thus in principle easier to verify): the downside is that this will be reflected in the numerical bound for the spectral gap, which will become worse (although finite).
Example 2: PVBS models
One notable model in dimension larger than 1 for which the original martingale method has been successfully applied is the Product Vacua and Boundary State (PVBS) model [6, 7] , a translation invariant, finite range, frustration free spin lattice Hamiltonian, with parameters D positive real numbers (λ 1 , . . . , λ D ). We refer to the original paper for the precise definition of the model. The spectral gap of the PVBS Hamiltonian is amenable to be analyzed using the "1D version" of the martingale method, applied recursively in each of the dimensions, and it has been shown that in the infinite plane the Hamiltonian is gapped if and only if not all λ j are equal to 1. In this section we show that our result recovers the same finite-size limit analysis as in the original paper: for simplicity we will only do the analysis in the case of rectangular regions, with the caveat that in that case the finite-size gap closes if only one of the λ j is equal to 1 (even if the GNS Hamiltonian is still gapped). In Ref. [7, Lemma 3.3] it has been shown that in the case of two connected regions A and B such that A ∩ B is also connected,
where
is the normalization constant of the model. If we now consider Λ ∈ F k to be a rectangular region (so that every A i and B i appearing in the geometrical construction of 1 will also be rectangles), then the normalization constant C(Λ) will be a product of different constants in each dimension independently. Assuming without loss of generality that the dimension being cut by proposition 1 is the D-th, we see that if λ D = 1 then
which is not infinitesimal.
On the other hand, if λ D = 1, then
If all λ j are distinct from one, then the PVBS model satisfies condition (a) with
and therefore it is gapped by theorem 15. If at least one of them is equal to 1 then δ(l) will be lower bounded away from zero, and therefore the gap will close. Note that one could get a better estimate on the spectral gap by following the proof of theorem 15, and using a different δ(l) in each of the dimensions, instead that just taking the worst case as we did here.
Detectability lemma and spectral gap
The detectability lemma and its converse
The Detectability Lemma [4, 2, 3] originated in the context of the quantum PCP conjecture [1] . It has since then become a useful tool in many-body problems. A converse result is known as the Converse Detectability Lemma [11, 4] , and will also be used later.
At the same time as we recall them, we will reformulate them in terms of inequalities between some quadratic functionals. In analogy to eq
Before stating the Detectability Lemma and its converse, let us make some preliminary observations regarding L and DL(ϕ).
Remark 5. For any L given above, denote P the projector on the groundstate space of H. Then
Proof. (1) follows from the definition of L and frustration freedom. Since L is a product of projectors its norm is bounded by 1, so also (2) is trivial.
Proposition 6. For every ϕ ∈ H Λ it holds that
) is the smaller constant that makes the upper bound hold true.
Proof. Let us start by observing that
On the one hand, since Var is a positive quadratic functional, we have that Var(Lϕ) 0 and therefore Var(ϕ) DL(ϕ). On the other hand we have the following bound
from which the upper bound in eq. (12) follows by rearranging the terms. Optimality follows by choosing a ϕ such that LP ⊥ ϕ = LP ⊥ P ⊥ ϕ .
As can be seen from eq. (12), if LP ⊥ is smaller than 1, then DL is up to constants equivalent to Var. The Detectability lemma and its converse then relate DL to E, thus allowing to connect LP ⊥ to the spectral gap, via eq. (1).
Lemma 7 (Detectability Lemma). With the notation above, it holds that
The proof of this statement can be found in Ref. [4, Lemma 2] . A simple corollary follows:
Corollary 8. If λ is the spectral gap of H, then
In particular, for finite systems LP ⊥ < 1.
Proof. If λ is the spectral gap of H, then λ Var(ϕ) E(ϕ). In particular, λ Var(Lϕ) E(Lϕ) g 2 DL(ϕ)
. But in proposition 6 we have seen that Var(Lϕ) = Var(ϕ) − DL(ϕ), and therefore Var(ϕ) (1+ g 2 λ )DL(ϕ). The result follows from optimality of the constant in eq. (12).
Lemma 9 (Converse DL). With the same notation as above,
The proof of this statement can be found in Ref. [11, Corollary 1] . Again, from this functional formulation we can derive the usual statement of the Converse Detectability lemma
Corollary 10. If λ is the spectral gap of H, then
Proof. It follows from proposition 6.
We are now ready to prove theorem 5.
Proof. From corollary 8, we have that LP ⊥ < 1, and then proposition 6 implies that lim n→∞ L n = P . Therefore
By applying lemma 9 to each term in the summation, we obtain that:
Spectral gap implies condition (a)
Let us start by proving the following converse relationship between spectral gap and δ(A, B).
Theorem 11. Let A, B ⊂ Γ be finite, and let l = dist((A ∪ B) \ A, (A ∪ B) \ B). If H Λ for Λ = A ∪ B is a finite range Hamiltonian with spectral gap λ Λ , then
where g is a constant depending only on Γ and on the range of H.
In order to prove this result, we will make use of the Detectability Lemma. With the same notation as in lemma 7, it implies that LP ⊥ Λ 2 1 1+λ Λ /g 2 . By taking q-powers of L and iterating the previous bound q times we obtain
where we have denoted ε Λ = (1 + λ Λ /g 2 ) −1/2 < 1. Therefore, if H Λ is gapped, L q will be an exponentially good approximation of P Λ , with q chosen independently of Λ. We now want to show that L q can be split as a product of two terms L q = M A M B in such a way that both M A and M B are good approximations to P A and P B , using a strategy presented in Ref. [16] . 
and the same holds with A and B interchanged.
Proof. Let us start by defining M A and M B as follows: we will group the projectors appearing in L q in two disjoint groups, such that M A will be the product (in the same order as they appear in L q ) of the projectors of one group, M B the product of the rest, and
In order to do so, we will consider the layers L 1 , . . . , L g sequentially (following the order in which are multiplied in L), and then we will start again from L 1 up to L g , until we have considered gq/2 different layers. Each layer will be split into two parts, where terms of one of them will end up appearing in M A and terms in the other will appear in M B . In the first layer, we will only include in M A terms which intersect (A ∪ B) \ B. From the second layer, we only included terms which intersect the support of the terms considered from the first. We keep doing this recursively, when at each layer we include terms which intersect the support of the selected terms of the previous step (one can see this as a sort of light-cone, defined by the layer structure, generated by (A ∪ B) \ B, as depicted in fig. 3 ). The remaining gq/2 are treated similarly, but starting instead from the end of the product, and reversing the role of B and A. At this point, it should be clear that by construction L q = M A M B , since every projector appearing in L has been assigned to either M A or M B , and the two groups can be separated without breaking the multiplication order. If q l, then M B will be supported in B, and M A will be supported on A. Denote with L A and L B the approximate ground state projections of P A and P B respectively, as in lemma 7. Then we have that P A − L What is left is put into R, which can be reabsorbed into P A . Therefore
, and this implies that
The same construction (but exchanging the roles of A and B) can be done in order to
With this construction, we can easily prove theorem 11.
Proof of theorem 11. We observe that
We can now apply lemma 12, and choose q = l to obtain
In the next section, we will show that condition condition (c) implies the spectral gap. Then theorem 11 allows us to prove the converse, therefore showing the equivalence stated in theorem 3.
Condition (c) implies spectral gap
Quasi-factorization of excitations
We will start with some useful inequalities regarding orthogonal projectors in Hilbert spaces.
Lemma 13. Let P and Q be two orthogonal projections on a Hilbert space H. Then it holds that
where {P, Q} = P Q + QP is the anti-commutator.
Proof. We start by observing that −1 P − Q 1, since P and Q are positive and bounded by 1, and therefore 0 (P − Q) 2 1. By observing that (P − Q) 2 = P + Q − {P, Q}, it immediately follows the l.h.s. of eq. (22):
By algebraic manipulation we can show that
Applying eq. (23) we obtain that
We are now ready to prove the following quasi-factorization result.
Lemma 14 (Quasi-factorization of excitations). Let A, B be subsets of Λ. Then it holds that c ϕ|P
where c = 1 − 2δ (A, B) .
Proof. Notice that frustration freedom implies that P ⊥ A∪B P ⊥ A = P ⊥ A P ⊥ A∪B = P ⊥ A , and the same holds for P ⊥ B . Therefore if P ⊥ A∪B |ϕ = 0, both sides of the equation reduce to 0, and we can restrict ourselves to the case in which |ϕ is contained in the image of P ⊥ A∪B . We can then apply eq. (22) to P ⊥ A and P ⊥ B and we obtain:
To conclude the proof, we just need to observe that
and that therefore by applying the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality
Since the same holds for P ⊥ A∪B P A P B P ⊥ A∪B , and the operator norm is invariant under taking the adjoint, we obtain that
A∪B |ϕ , which concludes the proof.
Remark 6 (Comparison with the Converse DL). A bound similar to what we have obtained in the previous lemma could also have been derived from the converse of the Detectability Lemma (lemma 9). Indeed, if we apply it to the Hamiltonian P ⊥ A + P ⊥ B , we obtain the following
|ϕ . If we now choose |ϕ = P ⊥ A∪B |ϕ , then a simple calculation shows that
We thus obtain the following bound c ϕ|P
but now c = δ(A, B) ). While very similar to eq. (24), the constant c does not tend to 1 when δ(A, B) goes to zero: as we will see next, this is a crucial property and it is for this reason that eq. (25) will not be useful for our proof.
Remark 7. For one dimensional systems, we expect the martingale condition to be implied by exponential decay of correlations, as has been shown in the commuting Gibbs sampler setting [16] . However, at this point we only know how to obtain this result if for any state |ψ , there exists a (non-Hermitian) operator f A c on the complement of A ⊆ Λ such that
and |ϕ is the unique ground state of H Λ . In that case, the proof is analogous to the one in Ref. [16] . Eqn. (26) does not hold in general, however it can be shown to hold for injective PEPS. Hence, for injective MPS correlation decay implies the martingale condition.
Spectral gap via recursion
As we have mentioned in the introduction, the strategy for proving a lower bound to the spectral gap will be a recursive one: given Λ, we will decompose it into two overlapping subsets, so that Λ = A ∪ B and we will be able to use lemma 14. This would lead to the following expression
We now face the problem of what to do with the term ϕ|H A∩B |ϕ . Because of frustration freedom, we can bound it with ϕ|H Λ |ϕ , leading to
Then it is clear that, even in the case of δ(A, B) = 0, this strategy is going to fail: at each step of the recursion our bound on λ Λ is cut in half, so in the limit of Λ → Γ we will obtain a vanishing lower bound. The way out of this obstacle is to observe that if we have s k different ways of splitting Λ as A i ∪ B i , and if moreover the intersections A i ∩ B i are disjoint for different i, then we can average eq. (27) and obtain
Then eq. (28) becomes
Now the problem is simply to check whether we can find a right balance between the number s k of different ways to partition Λ (in order to make the product (1 + 1/s k ) convergent in the recursion), the size of A i and B i (if one of them is similar in size to Λ, then we will not have gained much from the recursion), and the size of their overlaps (in order to make δ k small). The geometrical construction presented in proposition 1 shows that such balance is obtainable, if we choose 1/s k to be summable. By formalizing this idea, we can finally prove the main theorem of this section. 
In particular, if condition (c) is satisfied, the Hamiltonian is gapped.
be an s k -decomposition of Λ as in proposition 1. We can then apply lemma 14 to each pair (A i , B i ), average over the resulting bounds, and obtain as in eq. (30)
Since Λ was arbitrary, we have obtained that
By iterating eq. (32) k − k 0 times, we obtain
We want to show now that this gives rise to the claimed expression. Notice that if we denote
This can be seen by observing that the series log
summable, since by comparison it has the same behavior as j
, which is summable by assumption. This implies in particular that
C > 0 for all k. Finally, in order to prove that the Hamiltonian is gapped, we only need to show that condition (c) implies
This again is equivalent to the fact that (δ j ) ∞ j=k 0 +1 is a summable sequence, which is imposed by condition (c).
Local gap threshold
Equivalence between condition (c) and condition (a) can be seen as a "self-improving" condition on δ k , where assuming that it decays faster than some threshold rate implies that it is actually decaying exponentially. This type of argument is reminiscent of "spectral gap amplification" as described in Ref. [4] . The same type of self-improving statement can be obtained for the spectral gap of H. 
Lemma 16. Fix an increasing sequence of integers s k such that
then system is gapped (and inf k λ k > 0).
Proof. Since for every s
, by theorem 11, we have that
We now need to check that δ k is summable. By the root test, it is sufficient that lim sup 1 + λ k g 2 If we now read the condition of eq. (34) in terms of the length of the sides of the sets in F k , we obtain a proof of corollary 4.
Proof of Corollary 4. Let Λ ∈ F k : then its diameter will be at most a constant times l k . If we denote it by n, then k q log(n) for some q > 0. If we choose s k = k 1+ε for some ε > 0, we see that eq. (34) is satisfied if we can find ε and C > 0 such that
holds for all rectangles Λ with sides bounded by n. If the Hamiltonian is gapless, then necessarily λ Λ = o log(n) 2+ε n for every ε > 0.
This result has to be compared with similar results obtained in Refs. [17, 12] in the specific case of nearest-neighbor interactions in 1D chains and in 2D square and hexagonal lattices. In all these cases, the authors obtain a local gap threshold which implies a spectral gap in the limit in the following sense: denoting λ n the spectral gap of a finite system defined on a subset of "side-length" n (where the exact definition depends on the dimension and the geometry of the lattice, but the general idea is that such a subset has O n D sites), there exists a sequence γ n (the local gap threshold) such that, if for some n 0 it holds that λ n 0 > γ n 0 , then the system is gapped in the limit.
The converse is that, if the Hamiltonian is gapless, then λ n = O(γ n ). The values of γ n present in Refs. [17, 12] are recalled in table 1.
The obvious downside of lemma 16 over the results in Refs. [17, 12] is that these only require a single n 0 satisfying λ n 0 > γ n 0 , while eq. (34) is a condition to be satisfied for each n. On the other hand, it can be applied in more general settings than nearest neighbor interactions, as well as in dimensions higher than 2, and can be easily generalized to regions with different shapes. The upper bound on λ n for a gapless Hamiltonian which we derive is worse by a polynomial factor than the ones obtained in 1D and in the 2D square lattice, and it is only off by a logarithmic factor than the 2D hexagonal lattice case. While the logarithmic factor in our bound is probably just an artifact of the proof, it is an interesting open question whether the optimal scaling for the general case is O 1/n 2 .
1D [17] 1D [12] 2D hexagonal [17] 2D square [12] One should also mention the Lieb-Schultz-Mattis theorem [18] and its generalization to higher dimensions [14, 24] , which proves that a class of half-integer spin models (not necessarily frustration free) with translational invariance, continuous symmetry and unique ground state is gapless. For this class of models the gap is bounded by O log n n (the log n factor can be removed in 1D), which is slightly better than the general upper bound we have obtained.
